
The Role of the New Stoic

As soon as a procedure is automated we come to dislike its result, we come to despise,
we humans come to find ways to avoid it by either opting for a different product or by
going back to the non-automated way of producing such a product. This has clearly
happened in the last two, three generations. There are many most vulgar examples to
show how this process keeps on occurring.

It is possible to say that human nature requires to be nourished by a sort of energy.
What I mean is that a cheese made with cow milk by a mountain farmer has energy and
it has even more energy if we ourselves go get it  on top of the mountain and even
stronger is the energy if we go on foot.  Energy is thus the premise of nourishment.
Energy thus  in this  respect  is  natural  energy  as  the cheese produced by a machine
alimented by a nuclear plant will eventually turn us allergic of any dairy products.

Cows ought to graze free, the farmer ought to freely look after his cows we ought to go
for a hunt for our food. This is just one of many simplistic metaphors that can take place
literally anywhere but also especially at any level. With any level I mean that the same
line of reasoning can be applied to spiritual nourishment as well. Today in fact we are
experiencing something that tomorrow might be the end of humanity.

Today what we are experiencing is the automation of life itself in every of its breaths.
We live within forms of automation, we input data from social frameworks and later
output them onto social frameworks also. Thus we are caught in frameworks designed
on one side to get us ready to be social elements and on the other to consume us. In
this respect what happens today very extremely is that we ourselves are turned into
nice cheeses for the very frameworks.

Think about it. You go to school, you celebrate your nation, you post on whatever social
media interface, you, you, you eventually die in a hospital, this after all your energies
has been sucked by the corporation in which like a proud boy-scout you have made your
career, never really seeing the sun beside some tropical vacations. We ought to accept
the  contemporary  conditions  of  humans  as  food  for  the  very  machineries  our
predecessors as well as us have created.

So how do we eat in the time we are been eaten especially within, especially when our
very soul is been fully and totally sucked? The problem here is that in today world there
is either the functional framework or there is the struggling framework. We either live
and are included in a good and well working operating system or we are excluded. So
beyond any xenophobic prejudice and national prides it is only the operating system
that determines how good or bad we perceive our life to be.



The experiment I  am myself  undertaking is  to  be at  the same time in  and out  the
system. To be unofficially inside and officially outside it. The advantage of keeping inside
it without working for it is that of the scavenger stealing pieces and later smuggling
them outside to build a smaller  scale of the operating system, one that has human
dimension and thus serves the human agent  rather than enslaves it.  Apparently  we
might think the contrary and this is our biggest mistake.

How many are willing to give up all their life to be part of a good operating system? How
many are willing to become lifeless slaves? And yet so many today just move in the
green houses of the apparently civilized countries to live a vegetating life lacking the
exposures they so much complained about, the life exposures necessary to create an
authentic  human  character.  We  thus  think  how  great  it  is  to  live  in  countries  like
Sweden or the Netherlands where everything works so smoothly, where there is such a
great and fast and transparent operating system and yet we miss out that these are the
perfect places were life itself may come less if  we in fact decide to be part of these
systems.

A transition to an operating system can be simply a choice to give up on life, it is a
secure and safe choice yet again let's remember that we become vegetables, vegetating
and waiting to be harvested. Even if we assume to be living in democratic republics,
under such operating systems we do in fact live in small empires. It is imperative then to
embrace Stoicism, the counter wave, the abstention to such a life killing process and the
actual preparation, and this is significantly what our role will be, to prepare for the time
these perfectly functioning operating systems will, no matter all the safeties and anti-
virus within, will eventually blackout.


